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GIUSEPPE SATRIAnI

Italian self-thought, creative photographer and blogger (about 
visual art) based in Spain. Available for: exhibition proposals, 
participation in collaborative projects, fine art printing and 
image selling, editorial projects. Main milestones in the last 
years: 
—Images in permanent exhibitions in Potenza and Bilbao.
—Exhibitions in: PhotoBiennale in Thessaloniki, Atlántica 
Colectivas of Fotonoviembre in Tenerife, Photovernissage in 
St. Petersbourg, Feria DeARTE in Medinaceli, Segni 20x20 
in Torino, CheapArt in Salonicco, Taberna de los Mundos in 
Bilbao, Photosaloon in Torino
—Master class within Photovernissage in St Petersbourg 
on “The future will belong to artists: the art of seeing as a 
stimulus for creative intelligence”
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THE SILENCE 1
IKEBANA DE INVIERNO   I   VALLADOLID 2013
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THE SILENCE 2
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URBAN LIQUIDITY
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ORDER AND CHAOS
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SAPORE DI SALE
ItalIan MedIterranean 2012-2013
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Photosatriani Blog
www.photosatriani.wordpress.com

My blog is about visual arts “lived in first person”. Everything you 
see or read in this blog is something that I felt directly in myself 
and have inspired me a story worthy to be shared with you. This 
inspiration might result from visiting an exhibition, creating a 
work, meeting and speaking with an artist, reading an article, 
exploring a space. The enjoyment of any type of arts and more 
specifically the visual ones, is a great opportunity to advance 
in knowledge. Creation is a two-way act, a multiple dialogue 
between the artist that shows and the viewer that interprets the 
artistic proposal. Through this blog I want to tell you about these 
dialogues and to provide you the opportunity to tell me about 
them, by proposing new “lands of exploration” or by proposing 
different interpretations and point of view. Photosatriani is 
also a space to expose visual works made by unknown artists, 
struggling to make his way in this difficult field.

¡amARTE baby!
www.blurb.es/books/4926946-amarte-baby
The first 100 visual jam sessions extracted from the blog.

OTHER 
PROJECTS
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Virtual exhibitions
One of the most difficult tasks for an emerging artist who 
wants to make his way in the difficult world of the visual 
arts, is to capture the attention of a gallery to exhibit their 
body of work. To help them to overcome this barrier, I 
started to make virtual exhibitions of my work by using 
plans of real exhibition centers or galleries and by setting 
up my own exhibition. What started as a pleasant exercise 
of imagination, is slowly turning into an activity that 
friends, friends of my friends and other people I know, ask 
me to do for their visual works...

Emotionage: the space where 
poetry and photography come 
together
www.facebook.com/emotionage

Emotionage is something like a visual reportage about 
emotions; emotions generated by poetry and represented 
through photography. All participants (179 in total) 
will receive a “piece” of a poetry (sometime a complete, 
small poem) that will generate in them an emotion, or 
at least a thought, a memory, a feeling. This emotion, 
thought, memory or feeling will be visualised in an 
image based on photography. All these images will be 
published in Emotionage Facebook page, together with 
the correspondent text of the poem, to create a catalogue 
of “fotopesía”. This is still an on-going project; depending 
on the interest generated among the community and the 
sponsorship we are able to attract, Emotionage could also 
be transform in a book, a virtual exhibition or a traveling 
exhibition.
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Contact
www.photosatriani.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/emotionage
Skype: giusatriani1

Tel.: +34 670 414 640
e-mail: giusatriani@yahoo.com


